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Meeting 4: Iterated Grounding 

I. The Question of Iterated Ground 
Today we will be investigating (where ‘grounds’ means ‘fully grounds’, unless I specify otherwise): 

the question of iterated ground (or meta-ground): If ff ground g, what—if anything—grounds [ff ground g]? 

Asking this question is an instance of a more general strategy that we can pursue in a variety of philosophical 
domains, namely that of taking the machinery via which we answer certain questions within that domain and 
then asking those same questions “one level up” about the machinery itself. 

So we can ask, “Is Lewisian naturalness itself a natural property?” “What constitutes the facts about 
constitution?” “Is the thesis that morality is mind dependent itself a mind-dependent truth?” etc. 

As a warm-up, let’s consider the most flatfooted answer to the question of iterated ground: 

(IG1) If ff ground g, then [ff ground g] is ungrounded. 

Three standard objections to IG1 (which are not quite as open-and-shut as they are usually thought to be): 

1. the collapse problem: Let us assume: 

(Fo) If object o is a constituent of fact f, and f is ungrounded, then o is fundamental. 

Now let b be any object. Either [b exists] is ungrounded, or it isn’t. If the former, then (by Fo) b is 
fundamental. If the latter, then ff ground [b exists], for some ff, which entails (by IG1) that [ff ground 
[b exists]] is ungrounded, which entails (by Fo) that b is fundamental. So every object is fundamental. 

reply: We can reject Fo and replace it with: 

(Fo*) If o is an object and [o exists] is ungrounded, then o is fundamental. 

2. the argument from free recombination: The fundamental facts are open to free modal recombination: there 
are possible worlds in which any given subset of those facts obtains without the others obtaining. But 
if f is one of ff, then [ff grounds g] and f are not freely modally recombinable, because [ff grounds g] 
obtains only if f obtains as well. So no fundamental fact can partially ground anything, if IG1 is true. 

reply: Clearly it is only the contingent fundamental facts that are freely modally recombinable. This 
restriction doesn’t immediately save the day, since [f (factively) grounds g] is contingent if f is 
contingent. But we can get our desired result if we hold that (i) IG1 is true for non-factive grounding, 
and (ii) if [p] and [<p> non-factively grounds <q>] obtain, then [p], [<p> non-factively grounds <q>] 
ground [[p] factively grounds [q]]. (Or we can just reject the principle of free modal recombination.) 

3. incompatibility with Hypertransitivity: IG1 is incompatible with the following very plausible principle 
(assuming its antecedent can be satisfied): 

Hypertransitivity: If f grounds g, and g grounds h, then [f grounds g], [g grounds h] ground 
[f grounds h]. 

reply: If we’re comfortable taking mediate grounding to be the transitive closure of immediate 
grounding, we can reformulate IG1 as follows to make it compatible with Hypertransitivity: 

(IG1*) If ff immediately ground g, then [ff immediately ground g] is ungrounded. 

II. Bennett on Iterated Ground 
Bennett proposes the following answer to the question of iterated ground (which in later work she gives the 
ungainly name “Upward Anti-Primitivism”; Louis deRosset has independently defended a similar proposal): 
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(IG2) If ff ground g, then ff ground [ff ground g]. 

Two unsuccessful objections to IG2: 

• would-be objection #1: By repeatedly iterating IG2, we get a regress in which each line of what follows 
entails the next one: 

ff ground g 
ff ground [ff ground g] 
ff ground [ff ground [ff ground g]] 
ff ground [ff ground [ff ground [ff ground g]]] 
. . . 

reply: But this regress is not vicious, for it does not involve an infinitely descending chain of grounds 
for any single fact. (Instead of groundings “all the way down,” we have groundings “all the way out.”) 

• would-be objection #2: IG2 is incompatible with Hypertransitivity. 

reply: No, it is not, for IG2 does not rule out the possibility that [ff ground g] has grounds other than ff. 
If f grounds g and g grounds h, then from IG2, Hypertransitivity, and Cut we can derive the following: 

[f grounds g], [g grounds h] ground [f grounds h].  (by Hypertransitivity) 
f grounds [f grounds g].     (by IG2) 
g grounds [g grounds h].     (by IG2) 
f, [g grounds h] ground [f grounds h]   (by Cut) 
f, g ground [f grounds h]     (by Cut) 
f grounds [f grounds h]     (by Cut) 

By far the most well-known objection to IG2 is Dasgupta’s (also endorsed by Rosen in several articles): 

• Dasgupta’s objection: Suppose [p] grounds [p Ú q], and [p] also grounds [~~p]. Then IG2 “implies that 
what grounds the fact that [p] grounds [p Ú q] is exactly the same as what grounds the fact that [p] 
grounds [~~p], namely [p]. And this is wrong: the grounds are surely different and involve something 
about disjunction in the first and negation in the second. It is because of the way disjunction works that 
[p] is a sufficient explanation of why p Ú q, while it is because of how negation works that [p] is a 
sufficient explanation of why ~~p” (p. 573, with his variables switched to our conventions). 

note: The claim here is not that two distinct facts can never have exactly the same full ground; 
rather, the claim is that it is implausible that [[p] grounds [p Ú q]] and [[p] grounds [~~p]] 
share a full ground that has nothing to do with either disjunction or negation. 

Litland’s reply (“Meta-Ground,” p. 140): We can account for the relevance of how disjunction and 
negation work to these grounding facts by making the following essentialist claims (where ‘�x p’ is 
shorthand for ‘It is essential to x that p’ or ‘It lies in the nature of x that p’): 

(EÚ) �disjunction ("p)("q)((p É ([p] grounds [p Ú q])) & (q É ([q] grounds [p Ú q]))). 
(E~) �negation ("p)((p É ([p] grounds [~~p])). 

III. Interlude: A Challenge to Physicalism as a Grounding Thesis 
Physicalism is the thesis that, roughly put, “at some basic level the world is constituted wholly out of physical 
stuff, and everything else . . . somehow ‘arises out of’ that physical stuff” (Dasgupta, p. 557). 

Given the failures of attempts to understand this “arising out of” relation in terms of supervenience, it is 
tempting to formulate physicalism in terms of grounding, like so: 

Strong Physicalism (SP): All nonphysical facts are fully grounded in physical facts, 

where a fact is physical iff “it concerns only physical [plus logical?] matters,” and nonphysical iff it doesn’t 
(p. 561). 
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Let us pick an arbitrary nonphysical fact—for example, [SB is conscious]. 

It follows from Strong Physicalism that this nonphysical fact has a full physical ground—for example, [SB’s 
brain is in physical state P]. 

Dasgupta adapts a worry of Sider’s in order to raise the following challenge for the idea that Strong 
Physicalism is the proper way of understanding physicalism: 

P1. [[SB’s brain is in physical state P] grounds [SB is not conscious]] is a nonphysical fact. 

P2. General considerations about the nature of grounding suggest that [[SB’s brain is in physical 
state P] grounds [SB is not conscious]] is not fully grounded in physical facts. 

C1. So, general considerations about the nature of grounding suggest that Strong Physicalism is 
false. 

P3. If physicalism is false, this will be revealed—if at all—by first-order considerations, not by 
general considerations about the nature of grounding. 

C2. So, Strong Physicalism cannot be the correct way of formulating physicalism. 

Advocates of IG2 such as Bennett and deRosset will reject P2, but Dasgupta takes himself to have cast doubt 
on their view. 

Dasgupta’s preferred response is to accept C2 and then find another way of formulating physicalism in terms 
of grounding, by considering what a physicalist should say about the grounds of grounding facts such as 
[[SB’s brain is in physical state P] grounds [SB is not conscious]]. 

I myself don’t see why we should take P3 to be true. 

If physicalism is a thesis about everything, not just about the mental and the normative, then 
physicalism-when-formulated-in-terms-of-grounding is a thesis that is also in part about the grounds 
of grounding facts. So either the nature of grounding counts as a first-order issue when our topic is 
the truth of physicalism-construed-as-a-grounding-thesis, or the truth of physicalism-so-construed is 
not a purely first-order issue. 

IV. Dasgupta on Iterated Ground 
There are two key components to Dasgupta’s account of the grounds of grounding facts: first, he holds that 
each grounding fact is partially grounded in a certain fact about an essential connection between the grounds 
and the grounded; and, second, he holds that these connection facts are not themselves apt to be grounded. 

The first part of Dasgupta’s proposal is to claim, for the specific grounding fact we’ve been considering, that: 

(*) [SB’s brain is in physical state P] and [�consciousness ("x)(x’s brain is in state P É x is conscious)] 
together ground [[SB’s brain is in physical state P] grounds [SB is not conscious]]. 

More generally, his proposal is: 

(IG3) If ff ground g, then there will be some subplurality cc1 of the constituents of ff, some 
subplurality cc2 of the constituents of g, and some subplurality cc3 of cc1, cc2 such that: 

(i) There is a general connection, [F(cc1, cc2)], between cc1 and cc2. 

(ii) �cc3 F(cc1, cc2). 

(iii) ff, [�cc3 F(cc1, cc2)] ground [ff ground g]. 

(He also considers variants of this view which either (a) replace the essence fact in (ii) with a fact about 
metaphysical laws, conceptual truths, or necessary connections; or (b) drop ff from among the grounds in (iii).) 

One difficulty in applying this view is figuring out the cc3 whose essence is at issue. 
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In (*), cc3 is a constituent of the grounded fact, but—as Fine points out in “Guide to Ground,” 
§1.11—it is more plausible to ground [[The ball is red] grounds [The ball is colored]] in a fact about 
the essence of redness (a constituent of the grounds) than in a fact about the essence of coloredness. 

In some cases, we might even want to ground a grounding fact in a fact about the collective essence 
of several constituents, taken together (so that cc3 is a plurality of size two or more). 

A second difficulty, which we’ll return to when we discuss the explanatory role of moral principles, is that (*) 
(as well as every variant of it that Dasgupta considers) does not appear to be a very plausible grounding claim. 

Presumably it’s the case that �conjunction ("p)("q)((p & q) É p), but it’s not the case that [p & q] and 
[�conjunction ("p)("q)((p & q) É p)] together ground [[p & q] ground [p]]. 

This problem isn’t solved by following Rosen in replacing “x is conscious” in the embedded 
consequent of the essence fact in (*) with “[x’s brain is in state P] grounds [x is conscious],” because 
it’s also not the case that [p & q] and [�conjunction ("p)("q)((p & q) É p)] together ground [p]. 

The second key component of Dasgupta’s proposal involves dividing up all facts into three distinct groups 
(where the first and second groups together make up the substantive facts, and the second and third groups 
together make up the brute facts): 

derivative facts: facts that are apt to be grounded and have a ground; 

fundamental facts: facts that are apt to be grounded and lack a ground; 

autonomous facts: facts that are not apt to be grounded. 

Dasgupta then claims that essence facts such as [�consciousness ("x)(x’s brain is in state P É x is conscious)] are 
autonomous. 

When [p] is an autonomous fact, the question of what grounds it cannot “legitimately be raised and given a 
sensible answer” (p. 575). Dasgupta motivates this idea with two analogies: 

• first analogy: Some facts are apt for causal explanation and have one (e.g. the facts about the current 
physical state of this room), some facts are apt for causal explanation and lack one (e.g. the facts 
about the initial physical state of the universe), and some facts are not apt for casual explanation at all 
(e.g. the facts of pure arithmetic). 

• second analogy: In axiomatic set theory, some claims are apt to be proven from the axioms and have 
such a proof, whereas other claims are apt to be proven but lack a proof. By contrast, explicit definitions 
(such as the definition of subset-hood in terms of membership) are not apt to be proved at all. 

A common complaint about the first analogy: a fact is apt for causal explanation iff it is a fact that is inside 
the causal order (by, for example, concerning matters of space and time), and a fact is inapt for causal 
explanation iff it is a fact that is outside the causal order. But Dasgupta’s autonomous facts are inside the 
grounding order, because they can themselves ground other facts (by, for example, grounding disjunctions). 

In a footnote, Dasgupta anticipates this objection and claims that all it shows is that his first analogy 
“is (like any analogy) not perfect” (p. 579, n. 38). But his critics will insist that this source of 
disanalogy is precisely what undermines the use he wants to make of the analogy. 

A common complaint about the second analogy (see Litland, p. 142, for more details): depending on what we 
mean by ‘definition’, either definitions will in fact be provable (because definitions so understood are 
abbreviations of logical truths), or definitions won’t be provable but they also won’t correspond to facts (since 
they’ll be either stipulative acts or statements in the meta-language, whereas presumably facts correspond to 
statements in the object-language). 

When we put the two parts of Dasgupta’s proposal together, we get the result that [ff ground g] is always 
grounded in ff together with a fact that is (or facts that are) inapt to be grounded. 
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Dasgupta says that autonomous facts are “ungrounded,” but it would be better to say that they are “not 
grounded.” In general, something is only unF if it’s the sort of thing that can be F. (Rocks cannot be unafraid, 
although they are not afraid.) 

V. Dasgupta on Formulating Physicalism 
Dasgupta uses his account of what grounds the grounding facts to motivate a way of formulating physicalism  
that avoids the Siderean challenge to Strong Physicalism. 

As a first pass, Dasgputa proposes instead formulating physicalism like so: 

Weak Physicalism (WP): All nonphysical, non-autonomous facts are fully grounded in facts that are 
either physical or autonomous. 

The basic picture: the universe is a multi-story building, with physical facts on the first floor, chemical facts 
on the second floor, etc., and where autonomous facts are the scaffolding around which the building is built. 

Supposedly WP “gives a special explanatory role to physical facts” (p. 582). 

(It’s not clear to me that WP on its own shows this, since that thesis is compatible with the claim that 
all physical facts are fully grounded in autonomous, nonphysical facts, and even—without additional 
assumptions about the nature of grounding—compatible with a variant of WP in which we switch 
‘nonphysical’ and ‘physical’.) 

And supposedly WP stays true to the spirit of physicalism because “in asking what grounds what . . . we 
bracket the autonomous facts—they are simply not under investigation” (ibid.). 

(Or, at least, we bracket them except when we are asking about the grounds of any facts that are 
partially grounded in autonomous facts.) 

It seems to me that WP faces two pressing concerns: 

• a motivational worry:  Most physicalists are attracted to physicalism because they feel that it avoids the 
metaphysical and epistemological problems that beset non-physicalist views (no spooky entities or 
quasi-perceptual faculties for coming to know about them). But autonomous facts about essences 
seem like exactly the sort of entity for which we can raise metaphysical and epistemological worries! 
So I do wonder whether WP preserves the spirit of physicalism. 

• an extensional worry (due to Priest and Rosen): WP is compatible with [God exists] being grounded in facts 
about God’s essence and [The natural numbers exist] being grounded in facts about the essences of 
the number zero and the successor function. But surely such views do not count as forms of 
physicalism. 

Dasgupta’s reply (pp. 583–84): We should revise our formulation of physicalism so that it only 
countenances the existence of an autonomous fact if that fact serves as the scaffolding for at least 
some physical explanations of nonphysical facts, like so: 

Moderate Physicalism (MP): (i) WP is true, and (ii) all autonomous facts help underwrite the 
kind of grounding explanations required by WP. 

first counterreply: Now there is a worry that we have ruled out too much; for example, how do we allow 
it to be the case that [�conjunction ("p)("q)((p & q) É p)] obtains? 

second counterreply: It’s just not clear that this patch avoids Priest-and-Rosen-style extensional worries. 
What if the following is an autonomous fact: [�God everything’s existence is grounded in God’s 
essence], where ‘everything’ here ranges over God? 


